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B - 1. beam; 2. center of buoyancy.
b - block coefficient,
BM - transverse metacentric radius.
D - deptn of section.
G - center of gravity.
GK - transverse metacentric height.
GZ - righting arm.
H - Draft.
I - transverse moment of irtertia of waterplane.
K - keel point.
KB - vertical distance from keel to center of buoyancy.
KG - vertical distance from keel to center of gravity.
L - 1, length of ship; 2, a parameter used in Taylor's
Mathematical Lines.
1 - longitudinal coefficient.
m - 'midship section coefficfent.
p - waterline coefficient.
- angle of inclination.

SYMBOLS (cont.)
Additional symbols appearing only in Appendix B are:
Rq - acceleration of the curve at the bow or stem.
a.-^ - acceleration of the curve at the midship section.
f - flare of the unit ship.
F - flare of the actual ship.
raQ - section coefficient for zero flare.
nig - section coefficient.
R - deadrise coefficient.
S - slope of the acceleration curve.
t - bow or stern tangent.





The object of this Investigation was to develop a more
accurate and convenient method than is currently available
for predicting the Curve of Statical Stability from preliminary
design information.
B. K^ethod:
The original objective of this Investigation was to
continue the study made by Kelley, et al . (Ref, 3.) and
Randall, et al. (Ref. 4.). A series of eight (6) hulls
(Hulls A to H, incl.) had been developed and integratlcn
for values of GZ/B had been performed^'for'^aulls A to P in-
clusive. Integration of hulls G and H was completed by the
authors.
After compilation of integration data tor the eight
hulls was completed, a study of the pai*aineter3 effecting
statical stability was made. Mathematical analysis indicated
V^J>\TT) ^"^^/^ as the major v^^riablea. It was also recog-
nized that
^^^
and the form of the above-water body i^as a
considerable, effect.
Attempts to plot the integrated results of Hulls A to H
in form of contours of GZ/B against the selected variables
revealed the fact that thfe eight hulls were not geometrically
ai;r,ilar. It was Concluded that, a truly geometrically trlwinnr
series^rausf be developed in order to provide accurate contours.

Wltn recognition of the need for a related family, the
authors ir^de studies which would allow the most logical
selection of the parent and which would provide knowledge of
the proper method for the expansion of that parent into a
family of hulls. The coefficients of the parent are such
that they represent the mean of those used in. normal merchant
and Naval hulls. Transformation of the parent was made by
giving equal numerical change in the block and waterplane
coefficients while holding the midship coefficient constant.
This allowed development of a six (6) hull family whose
values of/-?^/wojld cover the range of normal hulls. The
sectional area and waterplane curves, and the actual sections,
of thfc hulls were developed througn use of Taylor's Mathe-
matical Lines (hef, 6.).
A study of tae effects of variation of B/H on statical
stability was also performed. This Indicated that the hulls
should be integrated for b/H values of 2.25 to 3.75. It was
also concluded that inclinations of 0, 15, 30, 40, 50, 60,
70, and 80 degrees should be used to provide accurate Statical
Stability curves and to cover the normal range in which the
designer is interested.
Since this thesis is only a phase of a long-range project,
it is considered imperative that a rigid outline be given for
tne use of tnose who may choose to continue the investigation.
The following recommendations are made:

a. Integration of Hulls 20 to 70 inclusive is to be
performed with the following variation of the
parsimeters:
3/H - 2.25, 2.50, 2.75, 5.00, 5.25, 5.50, 5,75
D/H - 1.40, 1.60, 1.80, 2.00
^ - 0, 15, 50, 40, 50, 60, 70 ae:&fse£:^
This will provide values of OZ/B.
b. After compilation, the values of GZ/B are to be
plotted as contours using/^"/as the abscissae and
Q as tne ordinate. Contour sheets will be drawn
".' for constant values of B/H and d/H. Thus twen^y-
eight sheets of contours will be prepared. a
c. Plotting of the contours will indicate whether the
si:x hulls already developed will provide accurate
contours. It may be nece^'sary to develop additional *'
hulls to introduce additional points.
d. .With cor.rletion of the contour sheets, statical
stability curves should be developed for a nun]ber
of vessels of various types. This will allow coit'-
parison with the actual statical stability curve?
of tne vessels and will provide indication as to
the accuracy of the contours.
e. Finally, a study should be performed of the effects
of variation of the above water body. This may
allow correction ^qv varying flare and shear to
be introduced.

It is rirraly believed that the contours developed In
this manner will provide the designer with a means of quan-
titative analysis of the statical stability of a ship while
In the preliminary design stage and will also provide ^




In the preliminary design of b vessel it is desirable
to determine the characteristics of the Statical Stability
Curve. At the present time this is possible only after
delineating the lines of the vessel. Normally th« righting
ariTiS are deterrr.ined from integration of the body plan for
various angles of inclination.
A method leading to the selection of hull coefficients
giving desirable stability characteristics, along with Taylor's
method (Ref. 1.) of predicting hull resistance, would mater-
ially aid the designer. Selection on this basis would yield
coefficients representing the most desirable b<(^lance between
resistance and stability,
fhe problem of prediction of statical stability has been
under constant inveatigatlon. The results obtained do not
consl«?tently predict the statical stability with sufficient
accuracy for use. Some methods have been developed giving
fair results ^or 51 particular type of vessel alone, but cannot
be- utilized for hulls which depart radically 'fr^m 'this type.
Le Panricntier (Ref. 2.) developed a method in which
righting arms are determined from tables. However, this
method also requires the delineation of lines of the vessel.
This investigation, in the' early stage, followed the
line of tnoufcnt established by Kelley, et. al. (R^f. 3.)
and Randall, et al. (Ref. 4.) Analysis of %h»Aata' obtained
revealed an inconsistency in the variation of the coefficients
of the hulls previously developed. The coefficients selected

by the previous 'investigators v.ere found to have produced
unrelated hull forma. For this reason the data could not
be correlated.
The authors concluded that hull forms must of necessity
be truly related in order that the data obtained might be
correlated and plotted in useful form. This led to a study
of tci© jlnter- relation of hull coefficients, and the method




Curves of Statical Stability were determined for Hulls
G and H, the offsets of wnich v«ere set forth in Reference 4,
The Kietnod used for the integration was as outlined in that
reference.
,
In order to plot the data in useful form it was necessary
to determine the basic parameters. From a mathematical
analysis, (Appendix A.) utilizing Atwood's equation for
righting arm (Ref. 5.) the basic parameters w«re fo\ind to be
/^ j (-^J /»A/£> ^. In addition, it was obvious that (///
and the form of the above- water body had a considerable effect,
Using the data from Hulls A to H inclusive, contours of
constant GZ/B were plotted against /-^^j and S for constant
values ^^(~77 )^^^ a given value of/^j. The results ob-
tained, .F'i£ur-e VII, substantiated the selection -of the paraifh-




related family of hulls in order to obtain fair and con-
sistent contours.
The first step in the development of the family of
related hulls was an analysis of the coefficients of form.
actually used in normal ships to detervnine the range of each
and the inter-relation of the various coefficients. This
was achieved by plotting; values of (b) vs. (p) for actual
vessels t© establish the field applicable. (Figures VIII
and IK.) Curves of constant (%ywere superimposed for the
purpose of determining the required range of this parameter.

"^he variation of (b) with change in (p) was determined for
Kerchnnt ond Naval vessels. Also the variation of (b) with
change In (n) wog determined for a geometrically developed
??erie5?,
A parent hull was selected with due consideriation for
the proper range of tne coefficients. Taylor's Mathematical
Lines (Ref. 6.) were used in the development of the body
plans. Tals method was selected in that reasonable hull
fox^s, bearing a definite family relationship, could be
developed without having to fair a complete set of lines.
Six (q) hulls were developed within the selected range
of coef ficien*-s . The variation of the coefficients was
controlled to yield equal increments of ('^/so that the



















D/H 2.0 1.8 1.5 1.4
150
.0206 .0206 ,0206 .0206
S0° .0434 .0434 .0432 .0316





D/H 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4
150
.0284 .0284 .0284 .0284
30°
.0760 .0760 .0712 .0520
450
.1052 .^913 .0656 .0338
60°
.1091 .0794 .0449 .0062
B/H 3 . 50
'
D/H 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4
15^
.0509 .0509 .0509 .0507
30°
.1024 .0999 .0901 .0634
45^
.1248 .1050 .0750 .0379
60°











D/rf 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4
150 .0133 .0133 .0133 .0133
30*^
.0362 .0362 .0315 .0185
,45° .05fll .0489 .0312 .0074
'60°
.0736 .0488 .0153 -.0242
B/H 5 .00 ^
D/H 2.0 l.B 1.6 1.4
15°
.03i?3 .0323 .0323 .0323
5C° .0648 .0648 .0577 .0412




D/H 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.4
15°
.U427 .0427 .0427 .0426
30°
.0791 .0802 .0692 .0507
45°
.1068 .0896 .0673 .0364
60°
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CUhVES SHC'/VING VAhlATION OF OZ/B WITH B/H





SUMMARY FLCT OF GZ/B vs. D/H
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irJLLS (20j TO (70) INCLUSIVE.
Fore and Aft Variation in b«= i: 2%.
Hulls 20 50
(Parent)


































































































OFFSETS - HULL 20.
Waterline
Station .05 .10 .20 .v30 .40 .50 .60 .70
1 .01 .06 .15 .33 .56 .84
2 .37 .68 1.14 1.51 1.80 2.06 2.32 2.56
5 1.29 1.99 2.94 3.42 3.76 3 . 98 4.13 4.23
4 2. 58 3.48 4.22 4.52 4.69 4.78 4.84 4.86
5 «-- • ii<j 4.00 4.55 4.76 4.86 4.92 4.95 4.97
6 2.66 3.56 4.26 4.56 4.71 4.80 4.86 4.89
7 1.03 1.78 2.77 3.39 3.81 4.07 4.24 4.36
8 .39 .72 1.25 1.62 1.93 2.19 2.44 2.71
9 .01 .07 .21 .43 .72 1.07
Station .80 .90 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00
. 1 1.16 1.49 1.83 2.24 2.48 - 2.64 2.76 2.85
2 2.83 3.08 3.32 3.63
'
3.82 3.92 4.00 4.05
3 4.30 4.35 4.39 4.44 4.51 4.57 4.54 4.70
4 4.89 4.90 4.91 4.92 4.93 4.94 4.95 4.96
5 4.98 4.99 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
6 4.90 •4.91 4.92 4.93 4.94 4.95 4.96 4.97
7 4.42 4.45 4.48 4.54 4.58 4.61 4.64 4.66
8 2.98 2.25, 3.46 e.72 3.86 3.92 3 . 95 3.96







station .05 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70
1 ,01 .02 .10 .22 .39 .61 .87 1.15
2 .41 .76 1.31 1.71 2.02 2.29 2 . 55 2.82
3 1.05 1.80 2.81 3.43 3.84 4,11 4.29 4.42
4 . e.e'? 3.56 4.28 4.57 4.72 4.8X 4.87 4.90
5 3,25 4.00 4.55 4.76 4.86 4.92 4.95 4.97
r> 2.71 ?.60
'
4.31 4.60 4.75 4.84 4.89 4.92
7 i.oy 1.89 2.92 3.56 3.96 4.23 4.41 4.51
8 .51 .93 1.56 1.98 2.29 2,54 2.77 3.02
9 .01 .05 .19 .39 .63 .90 1.18 1.46
Station .80 .90 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2,00
1 1.45 1.78 2.06 2.43 2.67 2.94 2.97 3.08
2 5.X0 3.38 3.64 3.80 3.97 4.08 4.18 4.27
?. 4.49 4.53 4.54 4.59 4,63 4.67 4.71 4.75
4 4.92 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93
5 4.98 4.99 5.00 5.00 5.00 •s.oo 5.00 5.00
6 4.93
"
4.94 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.96 4.95 4.95
7 4.58 4.63 4,64 4.6G 4.67 4.68 4.69 4.70
8 *-• . 2^ 3.56 3.72 3.93 4.04 4.09 4.11 4.11




OFFSETS - HULL 40.
Waterllne
station . .05 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70
1 .01 .05 .20 .40 .65 .92 1.21 1.49
2 .50 .91 1.54 1.97 2.29 2.66 2.80 3.06
3 1.08 1.88 2.93 ;^ . 56 3.97 4.20 4.42 ^,54
4 2.^9 3.59 4.31 4.60 4.76 4.B5 4.91 4.93
5 3.23 4.00 4.55 4.75 4.86 4.92 4.95 4.97
6 2.70 3.ol 4.32 4.62 4.77 4.85 4.92 4.95
7 1.20 2.03 5.10 3.72 4.12 4.37 4.54 4.66
8 .63 1.14* 1.86 2.34 2.65 2.88 3.10 3.33
9 .03 .10 .34 .56 1.00 1.33 1.63 1.89
Station .80 .90 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00
1 1.78 2.07 2.38 2.78 3.02 3.18 3.26 ^.35
2 3.34^ ^3,62 3.8,8 4.11 4.24 4.33 4.38 4.40
3 4.63 4.65 4.^7 4.72 4.75 4.77 4.79 4.80
4 4.94 4.95 4.96 4.96 4.96 4.96 4.96 4.96
5 4.98 4.99 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
6 4.96 4.97 4.98 4.98 4.98 4.98 4.98 4.98
7 4.71 4.7B 4.77 4.80 4.80 4.00 4.80 4.30
8 3.58 3.84 4.07 4.20 4.22 4.23 4.24 4.25





OFFSETS - HULL 50.
Wat erline
Station .05 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70
1 .05 .10 .35 .68 1.04 X.39 1.69 1.96
2 .63 1.14 1.88 2.36 2.67 2.92 3.14 3.38
3 1.22 2.06 3.14 3.76 4.16 4.41 4.58 4,70
4 2.70 3.61 4.32 4.62 4.77 4.86 4.92 4.96
5 3.23 4.00 4.55 4.76 4.86 4.92 4.95 4.97
o 2.75 :^.65 4.36 4.65 4.90 4.88 4.94 4.97
7 1.27 2.15 3.24 3.87 ' 4.27 4.55 4.70 4.81
8 .71 1.28 2.10 2.61 2.94 5.17 3.38 3.62
9 .19 .38 .71 1.01 1.28 1.55 l.Bl 2.08
Station .80 .90 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00
i 2.19 2.40 2.64 2.91 3.12 3.28 3.43 3.54
2 3.64 3.90 4.14 4 .27 4.39 4.46 4.50 4.53
3 4.75 4.78 4.80 4.85 4.60 4.89 4.90 4.90
4 4.97 4.98 4.98 4.98 4.98 4.98 4.98 4.98
5 4.98 4.99 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 6i;oo
6 4.98 4.99 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
7 4.85 4.90 4.91 4.91 4.91 4.91 4.91 4.91
e 3.88 4.14 4.37 4.43 4.49 4.50 4.50 4.50









.10 .20 .50 .40 .50 .oO .70
1 .42 .77 1.07 1.34 1.61 1.86 2.11
2 .72 l.^l 2.14 2.66 2.98 3.22 5.43 3.66
b 1.30 2.18 3.27 3.90 4.30 4.55 4.75 4.82
4 2.75 5.65 4.36 4.65 4.80 4.89 4.94 4.97
5 3.25 4.00 4.55 4.76 4.86 4.92 4.95 4.97
6 2. 84 3.73 4.40 4. 68 4.81 4.89 4.94 4.97
7 1.43 2.36 3.44 4.05 4.45 4.66 4.81 4.90
.
8 .80 1.44 2.34 2.91 3.22 3.47 3.66 3.90
9 .30 .57 .99 1.60 1.86 2.10 2.36
Stetlon .80 .90 1.00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00
1 2.38 2.64 1^.89 3.16 3.37 3.54 5.68 5.80
2 3.92 4.13 4.30 4,50 4.61 4.67 4.69 4.71
3 4.88 4.92 4.93 4.94 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95
4 4.98 4.99 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
5 4.98 4.99 5.00 5,00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
6 4.98 4.99 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5 . 00
7 4.96 4.98 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
8 4.15 4.41 4.52 4.58 4.60 4.61 4.62 4.63




OFFSETS - HULL 70.
Waterline
station .05 .10 .20 .30 .40 .50 .60 .70
1 • 27 .51 ,92 1.27 1.59 ' 1.88 2.15 2.40
2 ,11 1.36 , 2.19 2.74 3.18 3.51 3.P0 4.06
3 1.41 2.33 3.42 4.04 4.43 4.65 4.80 4.90
4 £.86 3.74 4.41 4.68 4.80 4.88 4.94 4i»7
5 3.23 4.00 4.65 4,76 4.86 4.92 4.95 4.97
6 2.96 3.81 4.45 4.7a 4.83 4,88 4.94 4.97
7 ^.75 2.69 3.73 4.25 4,55 4.74 4.85 4.93
8 .85 1.48 2,38 2.99 3.44 3.79 4.08 4.32
9 .37 .68 1,16 1.54 1.86 2.15 2.42 2.67
Station .80 .90 1,00 1.20 1.40 1.60 1.80 2.00
1 2^^^
.
2.88 >3,12 3.44 3v78 .-^ . 97 4.21 4.42
2 4.26 4.41 4,51 4.64 4.72 4.77 4.79 4.81
3 4.95
'
4.97 5,00 5,00 5wP0 5.00 5.00 5.00
4 4.99 5.00 5.00 . 5,00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
5 4,98 4.99 6.00 6.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
6 4.99 5.00 6.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
7 4.97 4.99 5.00 5,00 5,00 5.00 5.00 5^<!«)
8 4.52 4.71 4.86 4,90 4.94 4.95 4.96 4.96





ORDINATLS POR CTJRy£3 .Pl^ .jBSGTIO^Al^ AR.gAS










.100 .408 .748 .957 1.00 .961 .769 .448 .144
.164 .470 .779 .963 1.00 .967 .803 .513 .208
.214 .518 .804 .967 l.QO .973 .633 .577 .272
.281 .586 .839 .974 1.00 .978 .861 .632 .327
.337 ;^4;|: .867 .979 1,00 .984 .891, .689 .385













HAIiP BREADTH POR CURVES OP WATKRPLANE AREA.
Stations
1 2 5 4 5 6^7 8 9
.362 ,666 .878 ,961 1.00 .985 .8&7 .702 .400
.419 .729 .908 .987 1 .jOO .991 .928 .760 .460
.475 .776 .934 .992 1.00 .996 ,954 .815 .514
.527 .829 .961 .997 1.00 \.00 .982 .873 .572
.578 .879 .986 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 .925 .625
.626 .923 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1,00 .973 .674
^4
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V. DISGIJSSIOK CF RESULTS, RECCMMENDATIOKS
AND GONCI/JSIONS.
The results of this Investigation are presented in
Section IV. in tabular and graphic form.
Tobies of ^>Z/B for Hulls G and H, and Statical Stability
Curves for ^.hese hulls, were developed for the purpose of
completing tae orisinal series. (Ref. 3 and 4.)
Ttie raatnematical derivation of GZ/B, as presented in
Appendix A, led to the selection of /^ / ' ( 77" / ^"^^ ^m7//
as the basic parameters. The irtegrated values of GZ/B were
plotted fox^ Hulls A to H inclusive as shown in Pig. VII.
These contours indicated a general trend which substantiated
the selection of the parameters.
An attempt was also made to plot contours of OZ/B vs. <p
and 0. <^ represented the calculated value of GZ/B obtained
fron Equation (^J^ This wis considered unsatisfactory as
smooth ccnto-irs were not obtained.
A study of the contours developed. Fig. VII, led to the
conclusion that the deviation of the curves from the plotted
points was dud to the fact that the hulls developed were
actually unrelated. The value of the midship section coef-
ficient (m) had not been held constant for all vessels, which
is a basic requirement for related hulls. Fov Hulls A to F
inclusive, (p), tae waterplane coefficient, had been held





The inter-relatlonship of (p) and (b) as actually used
In Merchant and Naval vessels was next investigated. For each
tyre it was found that the variation of (b) with variation of
(p) bore a 1.^ to 1 relationship. Tnus a 0.10 Increase in (p)
is normally accompanied by a 0.15 increase in (b).
Curves of constant /^^^/were superimposed upon tne above
plot. This indicated a normal range ofr^^ from 0.60 to
0.95. A parent hull ¥/as selected with a |/^-)value of 0.75.
(Hull 40.; This placed the parent near the center of the
field. The "family line" was taken to give an equal varia-
tion of (p) witn variation of (b), Tnis relationship must be
aeld since a geometrically developed series has this char-
acteristic.
A study of the effect o^ (B/H) was next made. Curves
of variation of '}i/B witn B./H for -constant D/H and ^ values
were plotted for a typical hull. (Pig.X; This indicates
that r:Z/i does no^ ^'ary linearly with change in {b/H) . It
was rieclded that increments of (B/H) equal to 0.25 would
provide nearly linear interpolation when using the contours.
The range of (B/H) necessary for the study was selected to
be 2.25 to o.75. This range is considered to cover all normal
types and corresponds to the range used by Taylor for resls-
tance purposes, '(Ref. 1.)
Figures XI to Xiv were plotted to provide evidence that
GZ/B varies linearly with D/H. Also, it is noted that the
effect on GZ/B of change in (m), for constant values of (p).
Is minor. A study of Results, Group IV. of Ref. 4 confirmed




The parent hull selected was expanded to provide a
series of six {6} related hulls through use of Taylor's
Matherratical Lines (Ref, 6 and 7.) as described in Appendix
B. These calculations produced ordinates for Sectional
Are^ and V/aterplane Curves, Pigs. XXI and XXII, JOffsets
for these curves are tabulated in Tables X and XI. That
a true family relationship exists can be clearly seen from
the curves.
The calculations next produced offsets for body plan
sections. These are tabulated in Tables IV to IX for Hulls
20 to 70 inclusive. It was found that the body plans de-
veloped using these offsets. Figures XV to XX Inclusive,
required very little fairing. This developed the body plan
to the waterline. Development of the above-water body plans
was performed in a manner to retain the proper relationship
between hulls. (Appendix B)
Integration of these body plans, in the manner outlined




Conclusions to be drawn frpm the investigation are as
follows:
"
1, In any study involving ttie effects of change in variables
it is necessary to determine the principal parameters. The
parameters then must, be varied in a controlled manner. With
^4

recognition that the midship section coefficient (m) has
little bearing on statical stability, it is possible to
derive and utilize a geometrically ftiml 1nr series of hulls
to stu^y sta^tical stability.
2. Taylor's Mathematical Lines furnish a convenient and
relatively quick means for development of hull forms in
which the coefficients of fineness can be controlled to
oroduce
-a geometrically olmllar series. •
3. Values of GZ/B obtained from integration of a proper
geometrically oimila-r series can be plotted as usable con-
tours Jiing/^yand O as abscissa© and ordinate respec-
tively. Contour plots would be drawn for constant values
of B/H and D/H.
Kecojomendat ions
:
1. Ajn integration of Hulls 'cO to 70 inclusive should b©
perfoxmed an^ resulting values of GZ/B be plotted as con-
tours as previously described,
2. "During the Integration tae values of B/H should be varied
in increments of 0,25 with the range from. 2. 25 to C"^.75.
3. During integration, angles of inclination should be taken
as follows:
0, 15, 30, 40, 50, 50, 70, 80 degrees.
4. (D/H) values should be taKen as
1.40, 1.60, 1.80, 2.00,
5. If, when plotting, contours, it is found necessary to
develop hulls with intermediate values of i'^J this saould
-yr

be done in accordance with the method described in Aprendix B.
Tae hulls are numbered using a decimal system to allow free-
dom in interposing additional hulls.
6, It is recognized that flare and shear will effect statical
stability. In this investlt;aticn no consideration nas been
given to '^henr, but reasonable flare nas been introduced in
the development of the hulls. It Is recommended that a
reperate study oe made of tae effects of flare and shear,
and that coi-rcction curves for application to the basic con-
tours be prepared.
7, Wnen contours are finally plotted, Statical Stability
Curves should be developed for hulls of various types to
test the accuracy of the developed curves when compared with







. i-.iATiihyATICAL ANALYSIS OF (GZ/B).
In order to determine the basic parameters effecting the
statical stability of a vessel a mathematical analysis of
(GZ/B) was developed. The developitient waa based on Atwood^s
equation for righting arms (Reference 8).
"V a» V/ot_LJr«0& OTT Oh4e Wfcose:
V/.k-
ether symbols are as indicated in the
sketch and in tne Table of Symbols.
^3?
\^ >^^g. f-^I^J 7>?A/^ _ &(^ nJfSj (Si
(eQ.z)
Moorish' s approximate formula for the distance of B
above the base line, liquation 3, was used, (Reference 8.)
V, in tais case, is the volume of displacemenlsf^jt mean draft H.
A is the area of the corresponding waterline.
6o
A
Substitution in Equation 3 gives:
For tills Investigation KG is taken as H.
•Factors inriuenalog initial stability were next considered'.
x^. % I Y^c/.




S/^ = ' / ^
—
^ < 7;r'.-^4 - -^("^^^^^ <- '^
^/

/^npear?ince of tne parameters //^/ and /-r^y In Equations
(5) and (6) lndica+:es the Importance of these in the control
cf the magnitude of the righting arms. In the derivation of
Atwood's expression the assomption is made that the immersed
and emerged wedges are of equal volume. Thus, tne effects
of (D/H) are not included in the derivation and this varia-
ble saoJlc be added to the list of parameters.
In addition, attempts were made to determine equati(^s
which would develop curves representing sections having half-
bread thr^^^y at draft (H) and having tne additional qupllty
of including an area whose Integration over the length of
the vessel v;o ild develop tne total .volurue of the vessel.
The section would then represent a mean of all sections of
the vessel. The original intention was to develop an equa-
tion \vhlch i.',ould be possible of integration for values of
& to Aive rlt;:iting rroments of the emerged wedges.
IVaile an equation allowing integration for values of




































Calculation of KB/H using Moorish* s Formula, Equation 4,
and the Exponential form, Equation 8, led to the follow-
ing comparison witn the actual integrated values for
Hulls A tfe H inclusive.
VALUES OF KB/H
B/H














.77 .608 .5490 ,5550 .5680 .5630 .5420 .5730 .5580
.77 .469 .6298 .6320 .6400 .6320 .6400 .6330 .6200
.77 .560 .5718 .5700 ,5700 .5650 .5800 .5930 .5780
.77 .469 .6216 ,6220 .6260 -.6150 .6220 .6330 .6200
,72 ,469 ,6156 .6140 ,6190 .6050
.67 .469 .6062 .6000 .6040 .5870
The integrated values were developed as outlined in the




SP1:.CIFI0 APPLICATION OF TAYLOh ' S felATHEMTICAL LINES.
Taylor's Matheiratical Lines were used in the develop-
ment of the Series of related hulls. As the general appli-
cation of the method is completely described in Reference (6),
only those features of the method directly effecting the
developirent of the hulls will be discussed. The discussion
will follow the chronological use of the development,
Development of the Sectional Area Curve :
At tnis statue of tne development the fineness coefficients
(t)), (p), (1), and (m) are known. Frorr'. a study of the basic
reference and of Appendix A of Heferonce 3, use of the fol-
lowing equations was Justified.
^o =. (^4o - &o J. ) (£<f Jt.)
cK^ may be either positive or negative. However, it is ob-
vious thot the values of (t) must always be gr-eater taan
zero for a related series. In the development of the series,
Hull SO had such fine coefficients as to result in a negative
(t). In this case the ordinates of the Sectional Area Curve
were obtained from graphical transformation of the Sectional
Area Curve of Hull oO. ii
^, was taKen as zero in all calculations. This is consildered
consistent with the nature of the curves at the midship section

The above decisions F»ade it possible to compute the
ordinates of the Sectional Area Curves of the^iiulls. The
form used and a sample calculation for the Parent Hull (40)
is Unciuded in the Appendix, Table XII,
' Development of the Waterplane Curves :
The half-breadths of the waterplane curares were calcu-
lated In ^pca.ctl^r the same manner as the ordinates oif the
Sectional Area Curve, Values of (p), however, are In this
ca?e substituted for (1) as shown in the Equations (11)
and Cie).
Development of the Constants for Sfcctions :
Tne first step in the determination of the Constants
for 3e6tions was establishirent of tne method of detenolna-
tlon of flare (f) and the Dead Rise Reciprocal (R). The
Section Coefficient, iDg, is Refined a? / —r: 1. Equation
(10), page 47, of Reference (6) relates (f) and.(mg).
X, as used in this equation, is the point in the curve at
whioh Inflection occurs. The authors considered that to
have the inflection at the waterline would yield curves most
nearly npproacaing the nature of normal ship sections. Thus,
substituting X» 1 in the above equation, we find:
' It is seen that for values of nig greater than 0.80, the
flare, (f), must be zero.
<r
ill
..tift-x'tnce (6) ^ivea the following equations for itiq, the
Section Coefficient with zero flare, and (R).
[^;^]
Fijiure 15 of Reference (6) presents a curve of (L) plotted
against itiq. 'Vith tne above information the Constants for
Sec^ixins can be calculated. The forrr. used and a sample
calculation is included, Table XIV.
Hyperbolic Sections :
For Hyperbolic Sections
In tais case x represents tae distance from the baseline
to the waterline concerned, and/^^xj ^^ obtained from the
contours plotted in Fig^jre 15 of Reference (6). For the hulls
developed for integration tne beam is 10 inches. In this ease
Table XV c^ the Apnendix snows the forrc developed for ease
in c«^lculation of this type of section. The Hyperbolic type






For fine sections in which the value of rag was less
than 0.72 the Fqurth-Power type of Section was used. In
tnis Cft.ee
('0, (?).. (L), and (Y) are constants. The calculation then
oali^ involves evaluation of tne formula. The constants used
are ta^en from Table III of Reference (6). Again, as in
the Hyperbolic Sections,
Figure XVI of the Appendix shows the form used and a sample
calculation.
ueneral:
In the development of the equations used for prepara-
tion of *" he related series, the authors considered it imper-
atl^'C to rro'.'ide a purely mathematical method. Thus, there
would bti no requirement for the use of arbitrary selection.
The development of tne body plans below the water line ful-
fills tais objective. However, in the developm.ent of the
boo^ plan above the waterline, decision regarding the amount
of flare riad to be made. The above-water body plan was
drawn for Hull 40, the Parent Hull, and through graphical
methods was transformed to complete the body plans of the
other hulls of the series. The waterplane was drawn at the
2.0 waterline and faired with the body plan. This curve
h9

was superimposed en the wa^.erline curves drawn for the 1.0
waterline. At any section a horizontal line was drawn at
the Height of the 1.0 waterline of Hull 40, and a similar
horizontal line drawn at the height -of the 1.0 waterline
of the Hull concerned. A vertical line is next drawn through
tne intersection of the first horizontal line and tne 2,0
waterline for Hull 40. Intersection of this line and the
second horizontal line locates a point on the 2,0 waterplane
of the Hull concerned. Development in this rjanner continues
tne related nature of tne hulls.
7o

TABULAR P'ORI^S AliL SAi.'.PLE CALCULATIONS
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